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ANTI-4, OR: AGAINST 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 ETC.
HIDDEN MECHANISMS OF SPIRITUAL TREACHERY IN FPT
Andrei Azsacra [Zarathustra]
Indo-European Philosopher
Ural, Russia
The most perverted monster is haunting Europe – the monster of total Treason. More and more
often come into the world the ideas of irreversible betrayal, for which one should not criticize,
but immediately beat in the muzzle and tear off beard.
Is useless to demand from the aristocracy that it became exclusively New – at the best this
aristocracy becomes courteous and neutral; because, in own "veritable change", this aristocracy
is entirely dead.
«Even on the highest throne in the world, we are still sitting on our ass. Kings and philosophers
defecate, and so do ladies.» – Michel de Montaigne
0. The Initial point Zero.
Any guileful foe as the best friend and the best friend as the deceitful foe, of course, will always
aspire to become your best ideological favourite and with this thoroughly, conceptually bewitch
and cajole you, like a certain notorious aged right “French lady”. But the sliest intellectual
adversary will go further – he will try to become your deepest rebellious idea without
preliminary amorous curtseys, philosophical somersaults and conceptual bumpings. But this, I
assure you, is not some mystical super-hypnosis or providentially inspired “words mastery”, but
is a simple, routine [tedious to idiocy] traitorous work by means of, as a rule, the most rational
and/or irrational, as though “revolutionary ideas”, which are addressed to the troubled Future. In
other words: the false foe-friend will hide where you will always [by yourself!] want to find;
where you always will intuitively look for, desire and demand a new Riot with the biggest
Capital Letter. I immediately will make mention: in this article I will unseal, scourge and
analyse only concealed metaphysical tendencies of spiritual treachery of ideologist Dugin and
also imported or, to be more precise, as usual stolen symbols of Eurasianism and disguised as
“super-new” political/geopolitical regulations of the so-called [because there is nothing to call]
Fourth Political Theory. But at first I will purely automatically add: 1, 2, 3 and… yes, you are
not mistaken, this is: 4. The standard procedure of calculation of “unpredictable” and “great”
ideas. Schopenhauer’s dog and/or a dog-Schopenhauer clearly barks and laughs with booming
laughter in his cold grave – in the initial point Zero! The fool is not 0, but only: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, etc.
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1. FPT-Islam. Another pro-Islamic theory.
I immediately apologize to very unloved by me reader, but in my brief and simple narration, I
will try not to use gigantic, pompous, heavy and unbearably “boring quotations” from FTP: the
Fourth Political Theory [1]. So: when a primitive opponent wants a quick victory, he conquers
the world not with the help of, really, a new weapon, a new man or, perhaps, the Overman, or
some secret Over-spiritual logos-battering-rams, but by means of the same cursed spirit of
gravity. Of course, certainly in the name of Last God. Here one should immediately ask a
question: What is exactly this secret spirit-god FPT? Ancient? No. New? No. Sacrally-Future?
No. So what is it exactly? Right: unbearably and sickeningly the same! Id est, as Nietzsche
might say: FPT is the spirit of gravity of the Last God against a holy Yes to Life of the coming
Overman. Ja! FTP – is nothing more than tolerably to everybody molested, disgraceful,
disgusting, stinking “Eurasian litter” in the cage of a meanly captive majestic lion of our Future
European Revolution. But what revolution exactly, if one is considered from inside of the
Rising of Will to Power as Will to Life? Of course, first of all, without omnipresent, dogmatic
and importunate FPT-Islam. After all, FPT – is, in the first place, concealed pro-Islamic Theory
of the further division, seizure and new reunification of the “white world” on basis of Islamic
Tradition Dictatorship as Total Caliphate. Initial and more than close connection of FPT and
radical Islam – already today is a political axiom and only complete fools or evident provokers
can demand “comprehensive evidences” in this question [answer]. Sacral logic of the
revolutionary Future is very simple: if today we weaken America – banking Islam will win. If
today we weaken Islam – very full of itself America will win. Here – in FPT – there is no any
possibility to make a choice for each genuine white revolutionist. Therefore: the Choice – is only
our own Absolute Spiritual Revolution simultaneously in Europe, in Aryan India and in
America! New Rebellious Overestimation of all values without any pro-Islamic religious
syntheses, without any heavy, pompous, importunate political FPT-perversions and strictly
geopolitical machinations for replacement of traditionally “white” to Something Unknown
through Heck Knows How and by means of Demon Knows Something-Somebody. Here – in
Europe – it is needed only the most fearless jump of our mutinous tiger Up and in all directions
at once, which were secretly won by mean and perfidious foe.
2. FPT-Perversions. Guénon-Benoist-Dugin as low symbols of tergiversation.
A Question. What does FPT like most of all? To borrow. To be more precise: to totally and
impudently appropriate. Or to be even more precise: to publicly steal and roughly pervert!
Yes, exactly so! This is not some new young, brave and bold “revolutionary expropriation”, but
exactly the same – decrepit, calculating, cowardly and ordinary conceptual theft with subsequent
[advantageous only for FPT] essential distortions of the strongest western and eastern
revolutionary ideas. “To take all the best from the West and to give this to all the worst in the
East” – this is the treacherous parasitical logic of FPT and its naphthalene creators-thieves. But
let me see, masters-slaves, on this “occult business” in the old days lived another exotic latent
eurasianist – an old man-renegade Guenon. It is not for nothing all in the world traitorseurasianists literally with one accord as to the last God pray this in the wrong direction grown
decadent and dystrophic opium Toadstool of Paris. Yes, exactly an exotic renegade Guenon, as
the symbol of in vain forgiven in the West [even by Evola] “spiritual treachery”, now
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automatically rehabilitates any international eurasianist [for example Alain de Benoist] as
rigidly-forced for the whole Europe “ideological dislocation” with binding hystericallyrapturous pro-Islamic radical deviation. But! … here, inevitably, a thoughtful and responsible
reader [is there anybody at all?] will have a question: why should one criticize the Fourth
Political Theory, if its creator – Dugin – without any twinges of conscience, absolutely cynically
and openly announce to him [the reader] and also me, us, you and all alien and invisible to them
“white”: “I am for black. White civilization – its cultural values, a mendacious inhuman model
of the world, which was built by it – did not justify itself. Everything goes to the beginning of
white pogroms on a planetary scale. Russia is saved by only that we are not purely white.
Extortionate transnational corporations, oppression and suppression of others, MTV, blue and
pink – here are the reward of the white civilization, which one should get rid of. Therefore I am
for red, yellow, green, black – but not for white…” [2] Exactly this way and not another, I will
repeat once more for a responsible reader: “Just NOT for white!” Exactly here, I am sure, this
one – a thoughtful and responsible reader – merely instinctively, in the depths of his sacred
European code, will exclaim in a fit of temper: “So get out of us, Yurodivy! We – white as
bearers of Will to Life and Will to Power – don’t want to be for you either. Communicate, except
with our fists, with you – Bearded Buzzard – we won’t. Go to hell with your ignorant Guenon
and rude Qutb!”
3. The FPT-Trap. Neutralization of genuine revolutionists.
We will immediately ask a question? What is the main [concealed, of course] aim of the Fourth
Political Theory and parallel to it another ugly Dugin’s FPT-formation, namely GRA: Global
Revolutionary Alliance? The answer suggests for itself: to subtly and shiftily dupe, muddle,
throw young intellectual rebels, new mutinous thinkers and other spiritual nihilists et al. and all
put together off the original “European code”. Id est – this is a systemic Eurasian aggressive plan
of “ideological neutralization” of genuine, but not yet grown stronger young revolutionists in
Europe, Indo-Europe and America and overaiming their “eviscerated brains” at other, as it is
not difficult to understand, entirely pro-Islamic radical goals. Therefore GRA already long ago
should be called just as GAR: Global Annihilation of Revolutionists by means of predominantly
pro-Asian, pro-Islamic distortion of original “white revolutionary roots”. First of all – are
withdrawn Soil as Soul, Blood as Spirit and Fatherland as Heart. To make a long story short –
both GRA and FPT – are only ordinary post-modern “revolutionary pacifiers”, simple conceptual
“rattles-simulacra” of the same Governing System, but not, really, new independent intellectual
centres of the Absolute Spiritual Revolution. Reasoning from the aforesaid, follows the
implacable conclusion: today, as never before, it is necessary to completely reconsider, already
customary and successfully adapted by the System, the meta-model of traditional “Rebellion
against the contemporary world”, namely: to Rebel against the “contemporary rebellion” itself as
the object of the sliest manipulation with the help of the same to the utterly-mercenary
intellectual “radical faces” of the contemporary world as the most disgusting “political larvas” of
the cursed spirit of gravity. Yes, exactly so! One should not let these calculating “dogs of
system” and fussy “lackeys of power” drink young blood and, in a very real sense – devour
luxurious, strong white flesh of our future European Revolution. Here, I am sure, it is
appropriately to make a quotation from one very late, but regular and strikingly sincere letterconfession: “Eurasianism is a heavy cross for me … One should understand that in the depths of
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my soul I hate it and can’t help hating. It broke me, did not let me become somebody I could and
had to become. To abandon it, leave it, forget about it – would be the utter bliss for me. If I do
not do this, then only by virtue of faintheartedness…” [3] – Prince Nikolai Sergeyevich
Trubetzkoy (1890 – 1938), one of the main theorists and political leaders of Eurasian movement.
4. FPT-Samsara. The illusion of strength and power. The bad end.
So, as it has already been proved earlier, FPT – is Not a friendly, open and new “political
theory” at all for all “free” revolutionary minds of Europe, India and America, but an old
super-calculating, slyly-concealed, mega-dangerous and well politically-assembled countdown
“detonating mechanism” of the counter-assaulting [the same!] world’s retributive System. Read
very attentively: Eurasian project FPT-Islam-4! Exactly FPT, unambiguously, is that,
predicted by me, occurring everywhere total Great Advertising of reckoned by head venality of
right radicals of Europe and conservative thinkers of America. They – these slaves-masters
and/or masters-slaves – now try to conceptually assure us [to bewitch on behalf of the
Tradition], that today all “white revolutionists” without noble strong exception towards the
Absolute Riot should/must betray White Europe. Hence: FPT is NOT simply the most
efficiently placed in “white area” of Europe a Eurasian radical board of Aggressive Islamic
Advertising, but, first of all, anti-spiritual, traitorous “energy trap” for everyone and everybody
in Europe. Therefore here, against this villainous mine field, we should necessarily make use of
the most secret types of Indo-Europe critical weapon, including here secret strategies of “oversmashing negations” of Russian Spiritual Nihilism. Today, like fearless fighting lightnings, we
should rush along Over thoroughly mine-strewn spiritual field of Europe and simultaneously
NOT detonate our ancient “white origin”, our “young blood”, our “holy Yes to Life”. We can
NOT anymore, should NOT and dare NOT remain “the same” through the forced alien
cowardly cult of “forgiveness of our own weakness” and fall into other and other and other
[uninterruptedly following one after another] “traps” of tolerant political lie. In other words: I
suggest [order!] to replace the old false name of FPT – the Fourth Political Theory by a new
unclassified denomination, namely: ASS! Anti-revolutionary Samsara of System. Id est: all
slaves-masters and masters-slaves, go to ASS!
Über-0. Through the point Zero. The Strategy of Lightnings and Frenzy.
Now about the Main thing: the Author of this article could with ease smash to pieces the Fourth
political system of Dugin-Benoist at the very beginning of his critical attack by means of his
own Over-revolutionary theory, namely – TDAS: The Theory of the Destruction of All
Systems against 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 etc. [4] But I specially – deliberately! – did not do this in order to
give FPT a “terrible chance” to die a more awful Death – from suddenly realized Total
Feebleness… of course, in extended illusion of this Sein und Zeit. But here, in this historical
misunderstanding as such, I involuntary made a mistake. I confess! Today there is the even more
horrifying all theoretical and practical traitors of Europe revolutionary conception of Incredible
Might. What is it? Der Übermensch: Beyond Death Of The Overman[5]. Id est: the
Overman is NOT “dead”! While European masters doze and American slaves sleep – the
Overman acts at a Lightning speed! Every “great historical epoch” as the same “illusion of the
part of existence” in space and time is always much shorter than any twinkling between elusive
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flaps of wings of a butterfly. Only Der Übermensch as a holy Yes to Life is the last vivifying
hope of the New West and the New East. Only the Overman [as exactly: Yes-sayer!], but NOT
another “radical subject” of the same insubstantial “system of social senses”, is the Most Secret
Key to the Code of the Great Future. Only the real Overman [exactly: as the sacred Sum of
all lives At Once!] now can create a new Over-formula of Will to Power as Will to Life with
the help of the purest light of his Spiritual Nihilism and the Absolute Break of the Spirit
exactly as the Cursed Spirit of Gravity! In cardinal contrast to FPT-traitors “eurasianists”, we
move NOT towards the Last God-Devil, but in height – Upwards! – the First Overman as an
eternal Yes to Life. Ja: “I [again] teach you the Overman: He is that Lightning! He is that
Frenzy!” [6]
Translation from Russian into English: Natasha Tarasenko
[1] A. Dugin “The Fourth Political Theory”, Arktos Media Ltd (US), 2012.
[2] “Are you voting for black or white?” at “Kommersant” 20.08.2002. “Kommersant”
(Russian: Коммерса́нтъ, IPA: [kəmʲɪrˈsant], The Businessman, often shortened to Ъ) is a
nationally distributed daily newspaper published in Russia mostly devoted to politics and
business.
[3] Citation by: Trubetzkoy N.S. Letters to P.P. Suvchinsky: 1921 – 1928. М., 2008. P. 109, 269.
And also: “We turned out to be great diagnosticians, not bad foretellers, but very bad ideologists,
– in the sense that our predictions, coming true, prove to be nightmares for us. We have predicted
the beginnings of a new Eurasian culture. Now this culture actually exists, but proves to be the
complete nightmare, and we are filled with horror at the sight of it, moreover we are horrified
exactly with its disregard of well-known traditions of European culture… We have understood
perfectly well that the political system of the contemporaneity and the near future is the
ideocracy system. But if one looks closely at particular realizations of this system, he comes to
the conclusion that this is not an ideal, but the complete nightmare, and it is highly doubtful that
such a system will henceforth be able to become something different. …” – Trubetzkoy N.S.
Letters to P.N. Savitsky: December 8-10, 1930.
[4] Azsacra Zarathustra “TDAS: The Theory of the Destruction of All Systems”. Cyberwit.net
(India, Prayag), 2013.
[5] “Der Übermensch: Beyond Death Of The Overman”. Research Scholar: International
Refereed Journal of Literary Explorations [India] (Vol. I Issue IV 2013 / Editor: Dr. Jitendra
Arolia).
[6] Friedrich Nietzsche “Thus Spoke Zarathustra (Classic Reprint)”, Part I: Zarathustra’s
Prologue, 3. Forgotten Books (London, United Kingdom), 2012.
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